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Abstract: The Recommender system is an essential part of the data and the e-commerce system. The system provides a highly powerful method for allowing users to filter out large set of information and the product places. The researchers from the same field are still working on how the recommender methodology is implemented in a particular domain. The software product engineering uses Feature Models (FMs) technology in a broad manner for helping and validating each product structure and it also provides support for the domain analysis. The creation of FM is tedious and very time-requiring technology. Now a day, it's popular to buy a product online and online product shopping is a new trade in E-Commerce domain. The customers can choose their preferred products and buy many products online from the Online shopping website or portal. Online shopping websites combine Business-to-Consumers, Business-to-business as well as Consumers-to-Consumers services with each other. Because of the customized, high feature and cost capability products the universality of the software is increases. Model-Driven Software Product Lines (MDSPL) permits the creators to construct a product based on the configuration information and the reusable resources automatically. A product line is constructed from a public set of resources.
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1. Introduction

The domain analysis is a technique of recognizing, identifying, establishing, exploring, and modeling structures which are common for a specific domain [1], [2]. The input as basic product description is given to the proposed system; the system recognizes this given description and creates a correlated feature recommendation using two recommendation algorithms.

To learn similarity features of a product and to increase and improve the basic profile of the product, the unsupervised association rule mining methodology uses by our first algorithm[5], [6]. The second algorithm is used for recognizing the area of parallel products for finding a new features, it uses k-nearest neighbor technique and also improved the profile of the product [7]. The output of a system is the recommended features of a product, which is subpart of the requirement engineering methodology. This methodology helps project shareholders to define the features of a particular product. The following Figure 1.describe a feature recommendation process of an antivirus product.

A product description is plotted into four different features as:

1) Spam detection
2) Disk scans
3) Virus definitions and
4) Virus databases

This primary profile is then improved for file monitoring, web history, network intrusion and for cookies management. For providing feedback, the user communicates with a system. The file monitoring and history of a web are added to the basic profile of a product.

2. Feature Extraction

The detail description of a product is provided by lots of websites like Google Apps, Softpedia, Softonic and MarketPlace etc. For detail learning of a feature extraction, we had taken an example of Softpedia.com, which having a catalogs of thousands of products. The product in this site mainly contains a summary of product and the detail description of a product. For retrieving the summary and detail description of a product screen-scraper technique is used. The summary information was divided into the sentences. The feature descriptor added these divided sentences for creating the bullet list.

3. Feature Recommendation

We implemented a binary product-by-feature matrix which is created using the IDC clusters. The binary product-by-feature matrix is represented as,

\[ M := (m_{ij})_{P \times F} \]

Where,
P indicates the products quantity,
F indicates the identified features,
and \( m(i, j) \) is have the value 1 if the feature which indicates as \( j \) having a descriptor initially extracted from the product which indicates as \( i \). The matrix includes the comprehensive set of recommended features which then referred as a feature pool.

4. Related Work

The literature review links a gap between recommender system and automatic feature detection. Hence this literature review provides a detail survey of recommender system and
automatic feature detection. For examining, documenting and detecting the unities and inconsistency inside a domain numerous domain analysis approaches are created such as feature-oriented reuse the method (FROM)[2], feature-oriented domain analysis (FODA)[2], feature RSEB, organization domain modeling (ODM) [4] and family-oriented abstraction, specification, and translation (FAST) [5]. These above approaches are depends on human-intensive events. These approaches are suitable for a small scale domain.

For managing the inconsistency within many products the tools are created which maintained these approaches [5], [6], [7], [4]. Hence, the important efforts are needed for performing the domain study and recognize features. The recent research has been considered for the uses of data mining and machine learning models, for creating a domain model via establishing and determining the relations among the system software requirements.

The text processing technique retrieved a domain words from the text and next to that detect basic domain attributes, objects and functions this process is used by the domain analysis and reuse environment.

These clusters are then utilized by the expert to make a table. Chen et al. [8] manually built necessities relationship charts (RRR) from a few distinctive necessities details, and afterward utilized various leveled clustering approaches to union them into an individual domain. This methodology is not effectively measured the fact that the client is needed to manually make every necessities relationship chart. Although the fact that, these charts are developed from one application and can be reused in different applications within the same area, extensive client mediation is obliged to adjust and receive them. Alves et al. [9] used the vector space model (VSM) and inert semantic investigation (LSA) to focus the similitude in the middle of prerequisites, and afterward produced an affiliation lattice which is grouped utilizing the agglomerative progressive bunching (AHC) calculation.

Recognized clusters are then consolidated together utilizing a profundity first calculation to analyze hubs and make a peculiarity model for the space. Noppen et al. [q5] broadened this work by incorporating fluffy sets in the skeleton to permit singular necessities to be connected with numerous characteristics. Niu and Easterbrook [14], created an on demand bunching structure that gave self-loader help for investigating practical necessities in an item line. They proposed a data recovery (IR) and common dialect preparing (NLP) methodology to recognize paramount substances and capacities in the prerequisites as a useful prerequisites profile (FRP). FRPs re distinguished as indicated by the phonetic characterization of an area and have a tendency to catch the area's activity topics from the prerequisites reports. FRPs are utilized as bunching articles and data recovery systems are utilized to recognize (model) the variability among FRPs. Consequently we create new extraction and Synthesizing systems to manage the casual and printed nature of item description. An essential constraint of earlier work is the recognizable proof of the peculiarity chain of importance. In [19], [6], the researchers ascertain a diagrammatic representation of all conceivable FRMs. However they didn't address the issue of selecting an extraordinary FM with a compelling progressive system. Additionally, the calculation proposed in does not control the way the domain progressive system is incorporated in the ensuing FM. However the heuristics are particular to the focused on frameworks (Linux, Freebsd, ecos both from the area of working framework) and hence scarcely apply to our case. Besides She et al. reported that their endeavors to utilize clustering methodology did not create a solitary and attractive progressive system. They gave a conceivable reason contending that "there is just insufficient data in the information depictions what's more dependencies" for the sorts of ancient artefacts they considered.

Acher et al. [1] proposed a method that procedures client pointed out learning for arranging the tree order of features. Our methodology [23], [1], does not require a client involvement. An alternate key distinction is that we coordinate feature retrieving and clustering strategies for

5. Synthesizing FMs

A few strategies for Synthesizing a FM from a set of designs or demands (e.g., encoded as a propositional recipe) have been proposed [19], [6], [1]. These strategies can't be connected in our connection, since we can't accept the accessibility of formal what's more finish portrayals of setups or stipulations. Consequently we create new extraction and Synthesizing systems to manage the casual and printed nature of item description. An essential constraint of earlier work is the recognizable proof of the peculiarity chain of importance. In [19], [6], the researchers ascertain a diagrammatic representation of all conceivable FRMs. However they didn't address the issue of selecting an extraordinary FM with a compelling progressive system. Additionally, the calculation proposed in does not control the way the domain progressive system is incorporated in the ensuing FM. However the heuristics are particular to the focused on frameworks (Linux, Freebsd, ecos both from the area of working framework) and hence scarcely apply to our case. Besides She et al. reported that their endeavors to utilize clustering methodology did not create a solitary and attractive progressive system. They gave a conceivable reason contending that "there is just insufficient data in the information depictions what's more dependencies" for the sorts of ancient artefacts they considered.
building the suggestion diagram. Extraction of FMs. Acher et al. [2] proposed a semi-automated methodology to help the move from product explanation (communicated in an eve configuration) to FMs. Rysssel et al. created systems focused around Formal Concept Analysis having similar occurrence containing equivalent relations. A typical presumption is the accessibility of formal and complete details of product, which is most certainly not the case in our setting. The two works additionally accept a certain structure in the product details or other information that is enhancing to the tree based managed structure.

6. Conclusion

This paper has displayed a new feature recommender framework to backing the domain analysis process. This is a discriminating early-stage some piece of the product improvement lifecycle also is fundamental in both application improvement and product offering improvement. Our framework extract the feature for several products from freely accessible storehouses of product details and utilizes this information to find characteristics and their affiliations. For feature disclosure, we proposed a novel incremental diffusive clustering calculation. The assessment results introduced in this paper uncover that our clustering strategy is more suitable for this assignment than some other well-known clustering strategies. We expect that the results from our clustering examination can be connected to other clustering issues in the necessities engineering domain. An alternate novel commitment of this work is the mixture approach which utilizes affiliation standard mining to increase a starting profile, and after that uses the standard kNN methodology to make extra proposals. This has the point of interest of enlarging an at first parse product details in the recent past making a more far reaching set of proposals. The execution of the recommender framework was assessed both through quantitative examinations and subjective investigation. The results demonstrated that, our recommender framework is equipped for making suitable feature suggestions to help area examiners assemble space models for a mixture of programming applications. Moreover, the illustrations demonstrated all through the paper have represented methodologies, its advantages and its limitations.

In this paper we have displayed a novel calculation for automating the era of a FM from a set of casual furthermore inadequate product details. The results from the reported assessment demonstrate, that on account of the antivirus programming, using clustering systems to increase association rule mining prompted stamped upgrades in the quality of the created FM. As being what is indicated, the discoveries reported in this paper make a noteworthy commitment to the progressing research objective to mechanize the era of FMs.
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